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Picking up where The Roman, the Twelve, and the King left off, with the 1743 London premiere of

Handel&apos;s Messiah, the Order of the Seven animal team must split up for their next mission:

the birth of a new nation. Team leader Gillamon tells them, "Each of us will be witness to a unique

point in history because of a unique generation of world leaders. Most of them are just children now,

or have not yet even been born. Take note of how important one generation of children can be.

Marvel at each child and the power they have to change the history of the world for the good of all."

Liz, Max, Nigel and Clarie sail for the colony of Virginia to deliver a letter that will impact Liz&apos;s

assigned human: Patrick Henry. Liz must help young Patrick find his true purpose in life--to become

the Voice of the Revolution. She begins her quest when he is a seven year-old boy who cares more

about fishing and exploring the forest in Virginia than about school. Her task will take time, as

Patrick Henry will fail at everything he tries. Liz eventually leads Patrick to take up law, and finally

accomplishes her mission when he finds his powerful voice in a courtroom. Little does Patrick Henry

or the colony of Virginia know that his voice will set the ball of the American Revolution in motion.

Henry will be the only one bold enough to first speak out against the tyrannical King of England,

calling for the colonies to rise up and fight for independence. "Liberty or death!" becomes the battle

cry to unite thirteen solitary colonies as one nation under God to fight the mighty British lion.

Meanwhile, Max must see to the protection of young George Washington, who inadvertently starts

the French and Indian War. The enemy will mount continualÃ‚Â assaults on Washington, from

enemy snipers to treasonous members of his military staff. If he is lost, all is lost. Nigel goes on a

high-flying kite assignment with Benjamin Franklin to ensure the success of an experiment that will

impact the outcome of the war in ways no one could imagine. Al remains in London to live in the

royal palace, gathering intelligence right under the nose of King George III. The simple-minded cat

will be responsible for delivering some Common Sense to America. Kate is assigned to the richest

orphan in France, the young Marquis de Lafayette, who is crucial to the entire quest for

Independence. If he doesn&apos;t make it to America, the Declaration of Independence will lead not

to liberty, but to death for America
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I wish I was articulate enough to convey how superbly crafted these chapters are. If good writing is

meant to evoke thought and passion, then Jenny L. Cote has accomplished both. The real prize is

stirring up a personal responsibility in the hearts of the next generation to be steadfast, to cherish

liberty and do whatever is necessary to preserve it. Henry&apos;s eloquent words are as applicable

today as they were when he spoke them, and under Cote&apos;s deft handling are now resurrected

to new life. Oh how I pray that Cato&apos;s words, Patrick Henry&apos;s words, Cote&apos;s

words will inspire young men and women to love God, live with integrity and fight for liberty.- Lisa

Hockman, Advance CritiqueFIVE STAR Review By Christian Sia for Readers&apos;

FavoriteÃ‚Â The Voice, the Revolution and the Key (The Epic Order of the Seven) by Jenny L. Cote

is a revolutionary novel, complex in its characters, beautiful in the atmosphere it evokes, and

extraordinary in plot. Readers will revisit the 1775 American Revolution and get acquainted with

fictional, fabled characters that will arrest their attention in an irresistible way. Seven characters

(pets) from different countries and backgrounds are entrusted with the task to protect their heroes

and ensure that the voice of the revolution be transformed into an act of chivalry. Watch the small,

black French cat, the Scottish terrier, Max, and their companions in a breathless drama that sets the

events that would change the course of history. Emotionally charged and hilarious, this novel is the

kind you can&apos;t put down.Ã‚Â This book is so unique and offers a very different perspective on

historical novels. It is hard not to enjoy the fable, not to connect with the powerful emotions

displayed by the characters that -- considering their species -- act, speak, and think like humans.

Jenny L. Cote weaves great dialogues into a spellbinding story. The language is "sans pareille" and

there is no way the reader won&apos;t feel intimately involved in the story. Whether it is Al shouting

with glee at victory, or Liz wondering what her next move would be in a stream of consciousness,

the drama feels so real that the reader is connected with the characters. I had wonderful moments



with these characters like when: "Al sat up excitedly. &apos;I get to live with the KING?! Hooray,

another palace!&apos; he cheered, but then frowned. &apos;I&apos;ll miss me lass, though.&apos;

He enveloped Liz in a smothering hug." The Voice, the Revolution and the Key (The Epic Order of

the Seven) is a classic, a fable that will transport readers into another era and make them feel like

they are watching history unfolding before their gaze. A delightful read, indeed. The humor was

gorgeous! I just became a fan of Jenny L. Cote and can&apos;t wait for the next books in the

series.Ã‚Â FIVE STAR REVIEW by Divine Zape for Readers&apos; FavoriteThe Voice, the

Revolution and the Key (The Epic Order of the Seven) by Jenny L. Cote is a historical novel with

unusual characters, a brilliant story that features historical personages and very compelling

characters who come in the form of lovely pets -- Liz, the small, black French cat from Normandy;

Al, the well-fed, Irish orange cat; Kate, the white Westie, and others -- all united as a team to give a

name to freedom. Will they succeed in setting the war in motion and protecting the icons of the new

nation about to be born? This is an exceptional story that captures the soul and spirit of the

American Revolution in March 1775, a tale of teamwork, extreme patriotism, freedom, and rare

friendship.Ã‚Â Jenny L. Cote is an exceptionally gifted writer who makes history come alive in her

fictional characters. I enjoyed the fact that the characters are pets, and that the author succeeds in

making readers connect with them, exploring their sentiments and making them play roles that

should have been ascribed to human beings, but they are very convincing and real. The writing is

awesome, crisp and laced with rare descriptions; it has a unique fluidity and captures very strong

images. For instance, hear how she describes a moment: "The black fur bristled along his stocky

little body, his short tail was erect, and his triangular ears were pointed up, alert to the slightest hint

of danger. A low growl entered his throat. &apos;I&apos;ll be r-r-ready at all times.&apos;" The story

is complex, and where action slackens, the reader is carried into emotional insights and very

intelligent dialogues. There is no point where the story stops being entertaining. The Voice, the

Revolution and the Key (The Epic Order of the Seven) combines action, humor, and great writing to

bring the best entertainment to readers. It&apos;s the kind of book I want to watch as a

movie.Ã‚Â FIVE STAR REVIEW by Sefina Hawke for Readers&apos; FavoriteThe Voice, the

Revolution and the Key (The Epic Order of the Seven) by Jenny L. Cote is the first of a

Revolutionary trilogy. This book would appeal most to an audience of young adults with an interest

in learning about history in an entertaining manner. The Order of the Seven is an animal team

whose mission is to ensure the birth of a new nation through the protection of the children who will

become the founding fathers and world leaders. Liz is assigned to Patrick Henry in order to help him

discover that his true purpose in life is to work with the law and eventually become the Voice of the



Revolution. Max&apos;s assignment takes him to George Washington, whom Max has to protect,

and Nigel is sent to Benjamin Franklin to make sure his experiment is a success. Kate goes to make

sure the Marquis de Lafayette makes it to America, while Al stays in London to collect intel in the

palace of King George III.The Voice, the Revolution and the Key (The Epic Order of the Seven) by

Jenny L. Cote was an enjoyable book. I loved how Jenny L. Cote stayed true to the time period

while still creating a uniquely entertaining fictional story. The idea of these different animals working

together to ensure that America became what it was destined to become was inspired. I do wish

that I had read the previous books first as I felt that I missed out on some character development of

the animals, but I was able to understand the plot just fine without having read the previous books. I

really wish that I could have read this book when I was in middle school as it would have made me a

lot more interested in the founding of America!Ã‚Â 

One Voice Rallied a Nation to Independence with Seven words:"Give me Liberty, or Give me

Death!"Ã‚Â The Order of the Seven must help birth one nation under God by entering the lives of a

unique generation of children chosen to become the Founding Fathers of America. Liz is given the

assignment of helping Patrick Henry become the Voice of the Revolution, setting the entire war in

motion. If Max can&apos;t protect George Washington, the patriots will lose the Sword of the

Revolution to lead them. Nigel must ensure that Benjamin Franklin&apos;s efforts succeed, and Al

must gather intelligence right under the nose of the King of England. Victory will be impossible

without the powerful ally of France to join in the fight led by its patriotic son, the Marquis de

Lafayette. But will Kate be able to protect the young Marquis in time? The fight for liberty will be

costly, with an enemy determined to give the patriots and anyone who helps them the other

course--death.

Watch out! The Voice, the Revolution, and the Key will take you on the most exciting mission yet for

the Order of the Seven. It keeps the reader on the edge of their seat waiting for more. This story is

well-written and makes you feel as if you were a part of the action. Follow the intelligent and

humorous group of animals called ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“The Epic Order of the SevenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•

through the years leading up to the Revolution as they influence some of the most important people

in American history including Patrick Henry, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin

Franklin. Cote's thorough research is evident on every page of this book, covering every aspect,

including how the historical characters felt. She makes brilliant connections through-out history that

will leave you speechless. Jenny L. Cote is an amazing author. The Voice, the Revolution, and the



Key shows how much effort and research she put into this book. Readers of all ages will adore this

thrilling, action-packed adventure.

Amazing book and a continuation in the Epic Order of the Seven series.
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